Why this all-star turfgrass
from Stover Seed® is a top
pick for high-use conditions.
™

Pro Sportsfield BIG BLUE All Season Turfgrass
from Stover Seed® helps you keep sportsfields
and parks looking their best all year round.
With the mild weather conditions in California,
sportsfields, golf courses, and parks are in use
year-round. The secret to keeping the grass in top
condition may not be to work harder but to plant
smarter. Thanks to advances in turfgrass genetics,
especially Kentucky Bluegrass, Pro Sportsfield BIG
BLUE Turfgrass can do a lot of the heavy lifting to
help you maintain that coveted green cover. Here
are the top reasons to consider this turf manager’s
dream grass.
High traffic resistance and fast
recovery after events.
Turfgrass on sportsfields and golf courses
undergoes tougher wear and tear than most
grass. Kentucky Bluegrass spreads by
rhizomes and improves turf density – which
translates into high traffic tolerance and fast
recovery. Quick re-establishment of this
turfgrass makes it ideal for overseeding on
sportsfields between events.
“I decided to give Kentucky Bluegrass a shot
in filling in the bare spots … it could not have
been easier. In a little over a week, the new
grass started showing. By the end of the
second week, the areas were filled in with
thin blades of grass and growing rapidly.

Fully satisfied with the results so far and only see
the results getting better. Highly recommend it.”
—Golf course manager
Parks and sports fields can be beautiful, even
without the use of pesticides and fungicides.
You are responsible for complying with
environmental mandates – and for keeping people
and their pets safe. Pro Sportsfield BIG BLUE makes
it easier by combining grasses that are naturally
resistant to insects, weeds and disease – including the
common turfgrass problem: Dollar Spot.
Retains the coveted green appearance.
The color and quality of the turf or lawns is part of a
player’s or visitor’s experience – so your reputation
is on the line. With both Kentucky bluegrass and
bermudagrass, Pro Sportsfield BIG BLUE offers
cool and warm weather seedling vigor so there’s
good establishment and actively growing grass all
year round.
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“Very good product when you follow the advice of
professionals! The first time I planted, I didn’t follow
the instructions and I didn’t get good results. So, the
second time, I did exactly what we were told and I’m
quite happy. It’s been about 6 months since we
planted and it’s getting even fuller!”
—Park manager
Heat and drought tolerance help you meet water
conservation goals.
This is a great choice for regions with watering
restrictions. Turfgrass scientists have identified the
water use rates for major turfgrass species.
Turfgrasses in Pro Sportsfield BIG BLUE are
TWCA qualified, meaning that they use less water
when compared to similar varieties.
Pro Sportsfield BIG BLUE All Season Turfgrass is
easily one of the best performing turf grasses for

keeping grounds and playing fields it top shape for
year-round enjoyment.
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